[A numerical simulation of dendritic cells migration and induction of T cell specific proliferation during the initiation of skin inflammatory].
Dendritic cells (DCs) are the most potent and specialized antigen-presenting cells (APCs) currently known, which play a crucial role in initiating and amplifying both the innate and adaptive immune responses. During the process of immune function, migration ability of DCs and the number of effector T cells which activated by DCs are closely related to the efficiency of immune function. However, because of the complexity of immune system, in the immune response process caused by the skin chronic inflammatory, much is still unknown about the dynamic changes of cell count with time. Therefore, we created a differential equations model to reflect the initial stages of the immune response process caused by the skin chronic inflammatory via setting the function and initial conditions of parameters. The results showed that the model was able to simulate migration and proliferation of cells in vivo within realistic time scales in accordance with the proliferation and migration efficiency in real terms. In addition, the preliminary model can biologically predict the realistic dynamics of DCs and T cells at different time points. All these results may provide a theoretical reference for studying the immune function of DCs as well as guiding the clinical treatment for immune related diseases further.